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B41_E6_9C_c84_120729.htm Part I Listening Comprehension (20

minutes) Section A Directions: In this section, you will hear 10 short

conversations. At the end of each conversation, a question will be

asked about what was said. Both the conversation and the question

will be spoken only once. After each question there will be a pause.

During the pause, you must read the four choices marked A), B), C)

and D), and decide which is the best answer. Then mark the

corresponding letter on the Answer Sheet with a single line through

the center. Example: You will hear: You will read: A) 2 hours. B) 3

hours. C) 4 hours. D) 5 hours. From the conversation we know that

the two were talking about some work they will start at 9 o’clock in

the morning and have to finish at 2 in the afternoon. Therefore, D) 

“5 hours” is the correct answer. You should choose [D] on the

Answer Sheet and mark it with a single line through the center.

Sample Answer [A] [B] [C] [D] 1. A) To cancel his trip. B) To go to

bed early. C) To catch a later flight. D) To ask for a wake-up call. 2.

A) They have different opinions as to what to do next. B) They have

to pay for the house by installments. C) They will fix a telephone in

the bathroom. D) The man’s attitude is more sensible than the

woman’s. 3. A) She will save the stamps for the man’s sister. B)

She will no longer get letters from Canada. C) She can’t give the

stamps to the man’s sister. D) She has given the stamps to the man

’s roommates. 4. A) Visiting the Brownings. B) Writing a postcard.



C) Looking for a postcard. D) Filling in a form. 5. A) The man

should work with somebody else. B) The man should meet his

partner’s needs. C) They should come to a compromise. D) They

should find a better lab for the project. 6. A) She can’t finish her

assignment, either. B) She can’t afford a computer right now. C)

The man can use her computer. D) The man should buy a computer

right away. 7. A) The visiting economist has given several lectures. B)

The guest lecturer’s opinion is different from Dr. Johnson’s. C)

Dr. Johnson and the guest speaker were schoolmates. D) Dr.

Johnson invited the economist to visit their college. 8. A) She’s

never watched a better game. B) Football is her favorite pastime. C)

The game has been canceled. D) Their team played very badly. 9. A)

The man should stick to what he’s doing. B) The man should take

up a new hobby. C) The man should stop playing tennis. D) The

man should find the cause for his failure. 10. A) An invented story.

B) A real life experience. C) An imaginary situation. D) A terrible

nightmare. Section B Directions: In this section, you will hear 3 short

passages. At the end of each passage, you will hear some questions.

Both the passage and the questions will be spoken only once. After

you hear a question, you must choose the best answer from the four

choices marked A), B), C) and D). Then mark the corresponding

letter on the Answer Sheet with a single line through the center.

Passage one Question 11 to 13 are based on the passage you have just

heard. 11. A) The name of a German town. B) A resident of

Frankfurt. C) A kind of German sausage. D) A kind of German

bread. 12. A) He sold fast food. B) He raised dogs. C) He was A



cook. D) He was a Cartoonist. 13. A) Because the Americans found

they were from Germany. B) Because people thought they contained

dog meat. C) Because people had to get used to their taste. D)

Because it was too hot to eat right away. Passage Two Questions 14 to

16 are based on the passage you have just heard. 14. A) They give out

faint cries. B) They made noises to drive away insects. C) They

extend their water pipes. D) They become elastic like rubber bands.

15. A) Quiet plants. B) Well-watered plants. C) Healthy plants. D)

Thirsty plants. 16. A) They could drive the insects away. B) They

could keep the plants well-watered. C) They could made the plants

grow faster. D) They could build devices to trap insects. Passage

Three Questions 17 to 20 are based on the passage you have just

heard. 17. A) To look for a different lifestyle. B) To enjoy themselves.

C) For adventure. D) For education. 18. A) There are 200 vehicles

for every kilometer of roadway. B) It has a dense population. C)

There are many museums and palaces. D) It has many towering

buildings. 19. A) It is a city of contrasts. B) It possesses many

historical sites. C) It is an important industrial center. D) It has many

big and beautiful parks. 20. A) It helps develop our personalities. B)

It enables us to acquire first-hand knowledge. C) It makes our life

more interesting. D) It brings about changes in our lifestyle. 100Test 
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